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ABSTRACT
The Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) enhances the flexibility of data stream method in exploiting
unlabeled samples. Nonetheless, the feasibility of DAE for data stream analytic deserves in-depth
study because it characterizes a fixed network capacity which cannot adapt to rapidly changing
environments. Deep evolving denoising autoencoder (DEVDAN), is proposed in this paper. It
features an open structure in the generative phase and the discriminative phase where the hidden
units can be automatically added and discarded on the fly. The generative phase refines the predictive
performance of discriminative model exploiting unlabeled data. Furthermore, DEVDAN is free of
the problem-specific threshold and works fully in the single-pass learning fashion. We show that
DEVDAN can find competitive network architecture compared with state-of-the-art methods on
the classification task using ten prominent datasets simulated under the prequential test-then-train
protocol.
Keywords denoising autoencoder, data streams, incremental learning
1 Introduction
The underlying challenge in the design of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) is seen in the model selection phase where no
commonly accepted methodology exists to configure the structure of DNNs [1]. This issue often forces one to blindly
choose the structure of DNNs. DNN model selection has recently attracted intensive research where the goal is to
determine an appropriate structure for DNNs with the right complexity for given problems. It is evident that a shallow
NN tends to converge much faster than a DNN and handles the small sample size problem better than DNNs. In other
words, the size of DNNs strongly depends on the availability of samples. This encompasses the development of pruning
[2], regularization [3], parameter prediction [3], etc. Most of which start with an over-complex network followed by
a complexity reduction scenario to drop the inactive components of DNNs [4]. These approaches, however, do not
fully fit to handle streaming data problems because they rely on an iterative parameter learning scenario where the
tuning phase is iterated across a number of epochs [5]. Moreover, a fixed structure is considered to be the underlying
bottleneck of this model because it does not embrace or is too slow to respond to new training patterns as a result of
concept change especially if network parameters have converged to particular points [5].
∗This paper has been accepted for publication in Neurocomputing 2019. The source code is available in https://www.
researchgate.net/publication/335775518_DEVDAN_Code_mFile.
†Equal contribution
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In order to further improve the DNNs’ predictive performance with the absence of the true class label, an unsupervised
learning step is carried out in the pre-training phase, also known as the generative training phase. In the realm of
DNNs, the pre-training phase plays a vital role because it addresses the random initialization problem leading to slow
convergence [6]. Of the several approaches for the generative phase, DAE, which adopts the partial destruction of the
original input features, is considered the most prominent method because it prevents the learning identity function
problem and opens the manifold of the original input dimension. Furthermore, noise injected mechanism of DAE
functions as some sort of regularization and rejects low variance direction of input features [7, 8]. From the viewpoint
of the data stream, the generative phase offers a refinement of the predictive model with the absence of true class label.
This case is evident due to the fact that data stream often arrives without labels [5].
1.1 Related Work
The ideas of online DNNs have started to attract research attention [9]. In [10], online incremental feature learning is
proposed using a denoising autoencoder (DAE) [11]. The incremental learning aspect is depicted by its aptitude to
handle the addition of new features and the merging of similar features. The structural learning scenario is mainly
driven by feature similarity and does not fully operate in the one-pass learning mode. [12] puts forward the hedge
backpropagation method to answer the research question as to how and when a DNN structure should be adapted. This
work, however, assumes that an initial structure of DNN exists and is built upon a fixed-capacity network. This property
imposes the network’s capacity to be user-defined, thus being problem-dependent. To the best of our knowledge, the
two approaches are not examined with the prequential test-then-train procedure considering the practical scenario
where data streams arrive without labels, thus being impossible to first undertake the training process [5]. Although the
dynamic-structured DAE has been proposed in [10], it has not exploited the full advantage of a coupled generative and
discriminative process - static discriminative part. A further point, it still relies on hyper-parameters thereby making
them an ad-hoc solution.
Several methods have been proposed to increase DNNs’ network capacity whenever there is concept change. Progressive
Neural Networks (PNN) [13] learns K different tasks by introducing new columns while freezing old columns. Its
extension is presented with the idea of Dynamically Expandable Network (DEN) [1]. DEN makes use of the selective
retraining approach where relevant components of old network structure is brought across a new task and enhanced
with the splitting-duplicating strategy. Autonomous Deep Learning (ADL) is proposed in [14] offering a fully open
structure evolving both network depth and width for data stream learning. It utilizes network significance (NS) formula,
which can be computed online, to evolve its network structure. Nonetheless, these three methods still ignore the fact
that data streams are received with the absence of true class labels. As a result, they do not benefit from any generative
phase which is able to refine the DNNs’ predictive performance exploiting unlabeled samples [11].
1.2 Our Approach
A deep evolving denoising autoencoder (DEVDAN) for evolving data streams is proposed in this paper. DEVDAN
presents an incremental learning approach for DAE which features a fully open and single-pass working principle in
both generative and discriminative phase. It is capable of starting its generative learning process from scratch without
an initial structure. Its hidden nodes can be automatically generated, pruned and learned on demand and on the fly. Note
that this paper considers the most challenging case where one has to grow the network from scratch but the concept
is directly applicable in the presence of initial structure. The discriminative model relies on a soft-max layer which
produces the end-output of DNN and shares the same trait of the generative phase: online and evolving.
DEVDAN distinguishes itself from incremental DAE [10] which still relies on hyper-parameters thereby making them
an ad-hoc solution. DEVDAN works by means of estimation of NS leading to the approximation of bias and variance
and is free of user-defined thresholds. A new hidden unit is introduced if the current structure is no longer expressive
enough to represent the current data distribution - underfitting whereas an inconsequential unit is pruned in the case of
high variance - overfitting. In addition, the evolving trait of DEVDAN is not only limited to the generative phase but
also the discriminative phase.
Although the NS formula has been proposed in Autonomous Deep Learning (ADL) [14], DEVDAN applies the elastic
learning mechanism in both generative and discriminative phases. The self-adaptive mechanism of generative phase
aims to enhance the stability of the learning process due to poor network initialization and to condition the network
against possible non-stationary environments - virtual drift handling mechanism. This trait also leads to a reformulation
of NS formula to work under encoding-decoding mechanism of DAE. Our numerical study exhibits a clear advantage
of DEVDAN over ADL using only a single hidden layer structure.
The novelty and contribution of our work are primarily four fold: 1) This paper proposes a novel deep evolving DAE
(DEVDAN) for data stream analytic. DEVDAN offers a flexible approach to the automatic construction of extracted
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features from data streams and operates in the one-pass learning fashion; 2) DEVDAN utilizes the coupled-generative-
discriminative-training phases. The structural evolution taking place in both phases makes it possible to adapt to concept
change with or without label; 3) The NS formula to govern the network evolution in the generative training phase is
derived in this paper; 4) The structural learning mechanism is not an ad-hoc solution and is independent of user defined
thresholds.
The advantage of DEVDAN has been thoroughly investigated using ten benchmark problems: Rotated MNIST [15],
Permuted MNIST [16], MNIST [17], Forest Covertype [18], SEA [19], Hyperplane [20], Occupancy [21], RFID
Localization [22], KDDCup [23] and HEPMASS [24]. DEVDAN is compared against state-of-the-art methods in data
stream methods: ADL [14], pENsemble [25], OMB [26], Incremental Bagging, Incremental Boosting [27] pENsemble+
[28] and LEARN++NSE [29]. DEVDAN is also benchmarked to the existing continual learning methods for deep
networks: HAT [30] and PNN [13].
DEVDAN numerical results are produced under the prequential test-then-train protocol - standard evaluation
procedure of the data stream method [5] where the windowing approach is applied in evaluating the models’ performance.
That is, a model is independently examined per data batch and the final numerical results are the average across all data
batches. Moreover, a model is supposed to predict the entire data points of an incoming data batch rather than only
the next data point. The numerical results are statistically validated using the Wilcoxon to confirm that DEVDAN is
significantly different than other algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the problems are formulated. The DEVDAN algorithm
is described in Section 3. The proof of concepts presented in Section 4 discusses the numerical study in 10 problems,
comparison of DEVDAN against state-of-the-arts, ablation study and an additional application in a semi-supervised
learning problem. Some concluding remarks are drawn in the last section of this paper.
1.3 List of Symbols
The next list describes several symbols that is defined and will be later used within the body of this paper
K the number of timestamps
B data batches B = [B1, B2, . . . , Bk, . . . , BK ]
T the number of data points in a particular batch Bk
X input
X˜ corrupted input input
y extracted feature
z reconstructed input
C true class labels C = [C1, C2, . . . , Ck, . . . , CK ]
Cˆ predicted output
n the input space dimension
n′ the number of corrupted input features
s(.) sigmoid function
Φ(.) probit function
E[.] expected value
W encoder weight
b encoder bias
c decoder bias
Θ output weight
η output bias
R the number of hidden nodes
κ dynamic confidence level of sigma rule in the growing condition
χ dynamic confidence level of sigma rule in the pruning condition
2 Problem Formulation
Evolving data streams refer to the continuous arrival of data points in a number of timestampsK,Bk ∈ [B1, B2, ..., BK ],
where Bk may consist of a single data point Bk = X1k ∈ <n or be formed as a data batch of a particular size
Bk = [X1k, X2k, . . . , Xtk, ..., XTk] ∈ <T×n. n denotes the input space dimension and T stands for the size of the
data chunk. The size of data batch often varies and the number of timestamps is unknown in practice. In the realm of
real data stream environments, data points come into the picture with the absence of true class labels Ck ∈ <T . The
labeling process is carried out and is subject to the access of ground truth or expert knowledge [5]. In other words, a
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delay is expected in consolidating the true class labels. Further, the user may have limited access to the ground truth
resulting in less number of labeled data.
This problem also hampers the suitability of the conventional cross-validation method or the direct train-test partition
method as an evaluation protocol of the data stream learner. Hence, the so-called prequential test-then-train procedure
is carried out here [31]. That is, data streams are first used to test the generalization power of a learner before being
exploited to perform model’s update. The performance of a data stream method is evaluated independently per data
batch and the final numerical results are taken from the average of model’s performances across all time-stamps. Unlike
most algorithms in the literature where only next data point is predicted, a challenging case is considered here where a
model is supposed to predict a data batch Bk comprising T data points during the testing phase.
The typical characteristic of the data stream is the presence of concept drift formulated as a change of the joint
distribution P (Xt, Ct) 6= P (Xt−1, Ct−1) [32]. The concept drift is commonly classified into two types: real and
virtual. The real concept drift is more dangerous than the virtual drift because the drift shifts the decision boundary,
P (Ct|Xt) 6= P (Ct−1|Xt−1), which deteriorates the network performance. Further, this causes a current model created
by previously seen concept Bk−1 being obsolete. This characteristic is similar to the multi-task learning problem where
each data batch Bk is of different tasks. Nevertheless, it differs from the multi-task approaches in which all data batches
are to be processed by a single model rather than rely on task-specific classifiers.
These demands call for an online DNN model which is able to construct its network structure incrementally from
scratch in respect to data streams distribution. A further point, the generative training phase can be applied to refine
the predictive model in an unsupervised fashion while pending for the operator to annotate the true class label of data
samples. The generative training phase should be able to handle the so-called virtual drift, distributional change of the
input space, by exploiting unlabeled samples. The virtual drift is interpreted by the change of incoming data distribution
P (Xt) 6= P (Xt−1) [32]. These are the underlying motivation of DEVDAN’s algorithmic development.
3 DEVDAN
In this section, we introduce DEVDAN, our proposed incremental learning approach for DAE. DEVDAN is constructed
under the denoising autoencoder [11], a variant of autoencoder (AE) [33] which aims to retrieve the original input
information X from the noise perturbation. The masking noise scenario is chosen here to induce partially destroyed
input feature vector X˜ by forcing its n′ elements to zeros. The number of corrupted input variables n′ are randomly
destructed in every training observation satisfying the joint distribution P (X˜,X). This mechanism brings DAE a
step forward of classical AE since it forces the hidden layer to extract more robust features of the predictive problem
minimizing the risk of being an identity function. The identity mapping can also be avoided by AE yet the extracted
feature dimension should be less than the input dimension which is inappropriate to be implemented in the evolving
network. The reconstruction process is carried out via the encoding-decoding scheme formed with the sigmoid activation
function as follows [11]:
y = f(W,b) = s(X˜W + b) (1)
z = f(W ′,c) = s(yW
′ + c) (2)
where W ∈ <n×R is a weight matrix, b ∈ <R, c ∈ <n are respectively the bias of hidden units and the decoding
function. R is the number of hidden units. The weight matrix of the decoder is constrained such that W ′ is the transpose
of W . That is, DAE has a tied weight [11].
DEVDAN features an open structure where it is capable of initiating its structure from scratch without the presence of a
pre-configured structure. Its structure automatically evolves in respect of the NS formula forming an approximation of
the network bias and variance. In other words, DEVDAN initially has an extracted input feature where the number
of this features incrementally augments R = R + 1 if it signifies an underfitting situation, high bias, or decreases
R = R− 1 if it suffers from an overfitting situation, high variance. In the realm of concept drift, this is supposed to
handle the virtual drift.
Once the true class labels of a data batch Bk has been observed Ck, the 0-1 encoding scheme is undertaken to construct
a labeled data batch (Bk, Ck) ∈ <T×(n+m) where m stands for the number of the target classes. The discriminative
training phase of DEVDAN is carried out once completing the generative training phase. The encoder part is connected
to a softmax layer and then trained using the SGD method with momentum in a single pass learning mode. Furthermore,
the discriminative training process is also equipped by the hidden unit growing and pruning strategies derived in a
similar manner as that of the generative training process. An overview of DEVDAN’s learning mechanism is depicted
in Fig. 1 and DEVDAN’s learning procedures are outlined in Algorithm 1, 2 and 3. One must bear in mind that
DEVDAN’s learning scheme can be also applied with an initial network structure.
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Figure 1: Learning Mechanism of DEVDAN
Algorithm 1 Learning policy of DEVDAN
Initialization: R, W , b, c, Θ, and η
Execute the main loop process:
for k = 1 to the number of data batches do
Get: input data Bk ∈ <T×n
Execute: Discriminative testing to test DEVDAN’s generalization performance
Execute: Generative training phase (Algorithm 2) to update the network parameters in an unsupervised manner
Execute: Discriminative training (Algorithm 3) to update the network parameters in a supervised manner
end for
3.1 Network Significance Formula
The power of DAE can be examined from its reconstruction error which can be formed in terms of mean square error
(MSE) as follows:
MSE =
T∑
t=1
1
T
(Xt − zt)2 (3)
where Xt, zt respectively stand for clean input variables and reconstructed input features of DAE. This formula suffers
from two bottlenecks for the single-pass learning scenario: 1) it calls for the memory of all data points to understand a
complete picture of DAE’s reconstruction capability; 2) Notwithstanding that the MSE can be calculated recursively
without revisiting preceding samples, this procedure does not examine the reconstruction power of DAE for unseen data
samples. In other words, it does not take into account the generalization power of DAE. To correct this drawback, let z
denotes the estimation of clean input variables X and E[z] stands for the expectation of DAE’s output, the NS formula
is defined as follows:
NS =
∫ ∞
−∞
(X − z)2p(X˜)dX˜ (4)
Note that E[X˜] =
∫∞
−∞ X˜p(X˜)dX˜ where p(X˜) is the probability density estimation. The NS formula can be defined
in terms of the expectation of the squared reconstruction error E[(X − z)2]. Several mathematical derivation steps lead
to the bias and variance formula as follows:
NS =
∫ ∞
−∞
(X − z)2p(X˜)dX˜
NS = E[(X − z)2]
NS = E[(X − z + E[z]− E[z])2]
NS = E[(X − E[z])2] + E[(E[z]− z)2] + 2E[(E[z]− z)(X − E[z])]
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NS = (X − E[z])2 + E[(E[z]− z)2] + 2E[(E[z]− z)(X − E[z])]
NS = (X − E[z])2 + E[(E[z]− z)2]
NS = (X − E[z])2 + E[z2]− E[z]2
NS = Bias(z)2 + V ar(z) (5)
where the Bias(z)2 and the V ar(z) of a random variable z can be expressed as (X − E[z])2 and E[z2] − E[z]2,
respectively.
The key for solving (5) is to find the expectation of the recovered input attributes delineating the statistical contribution
of DAE. It is worth mentioning that the statistical contribution captures both the network contribution in respect to past
training samples and unseen samples. It is thus written as follows:
E[z] =
∫ ∞
−∞
s(yW ′ + c)p(y)dy (6)
It is evident that y is induced by the feature extractor s(X˜W + b) and is influenced by partially destroyed input features
X˜ due to the masking noise. Hence, (6) is modified as follows:
E[z] = s(E[y]W ′ + c) (7)
E[y] =
∫ ∞
−∞
s(A)p(A)dA (8)
A = X˜W + b
Suppose that the normal distribution holds, the probability density function (PDF) p(A) is expressed as
1√
2pi(σtA)
2
exp(− (A−µtA)2
2(σtA)
2 ). It is also known that the sigmoid function s(A) can be approached by the probit function
Φ(ξA) [34] where Φ(A) =
∫ A
−∞N (θ|0, 1)dθ and ξ2 = pi/8. Following the result of [34], the expectation of y, E[y],
can be obtained from (8) as follows:
E[y] =
∫ ∞
−∞
s(A)p(A)dA ≈
∫ ∞
−∞
Φ(ξA)p(A)dA (9)
E[y] ≈ s(
µtA√
1 + pi(σtA)
2/8
) (10)
where µtA and σ
t
A are respectively the mean and standard deviation of A at the t − th time instant which can be
calculated recursively from streaming data X˜ . The final expression of E[z] is formulated as follows:
E[z] = s(E[y]W ′ + c) (11)
where (11) is a function of two sigmoid functions. This result enables us to establish the Bias(z)2 = (X − E[z])2 in
(5).
Let’s recall V ar(z) = E[z2] − E[z]2. The second term E[z]2 can be obtained by squaring (11) while the first term
E[z2] can be written as follows:
E[z2] = s(E[y2]W ′ + c) (12)
Due to the fact that y2 = y ∗ y , it is obvious that y2 is IID variable which allows us to go further as follows:
E[z2] = s(E[y]E[y]W ′ + c) (13)
E[z2] = s(E[y]2W ′ + c) (14)
Consolidating all the results of (11) - (14), the final expression of the NS formula is established. Bias(z)2 is utilized to
control the hidden unit growing, whereas V ar(z) are useful to control the hidden pruning. Note that the NS formula of
DEVDAN in the generative phase is different from NS formula used in ADL, because it is derived from the expectation
of the reconstruction error (X − z)2 instead of the output error (Ct − Cˆt)2 and has to accommodate interconnected
decoding and encoding part of DAE [14].
The NS formula has been introduced in [14] to govern the hidden node evolution of ADL. It is derived from the squared
predictive error to detect network performance. In our approach, the NS formula in the generative training phase is
derived from the expectation of squared reconstruction error leading to the popular bias and variance formula as per in
(5). It examines the quality of DAE by directly inspecting the possible underfitting or overfitting situation and capturing
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the reliability of an encoder-decoder model across the overall data space given particular data distribution. A high NS
value indicates either a high variance problem (overfitting) or a high bias problem (underfitting) which cannot be simply
portrayed by a system error index. In other words, this formula helps to find the network architecture satisfying the bias
and variance trade-off so that the network achieves low reconstruction error on a given problem. Moreover, the NS
formula is computationally inexpensive because it can be calculated recursively and does not require to store previously
seen samples.
3.2 Generative Training Phase
This subsection formalizes the generative training phase of DEVDAN.
Algorithm 2 Generative training phase
Get: input data Bk ∈ <T×(n+m)
Get: W , b, and R
for t = 1 to T do
Mask: Original input Xtk
Execute: feedforward operation via (1)
Calculate: et = Xt − zt, µtA, σtA, E[z], and E[z2]
Calculate: µtBias, σ
t
Bias, µ
t
V ar, and σ
t
V ar utilizing E[z] and E[z
2]
Hidden node growing mechanism:
if (µtBias + σtBias ≥ µminBias + κσminBias ) then
R = R+ 1
Initialization: Wnew = −et, bnew = [−1, 1]
Reset: µminBias and σ
min
Bias
grow = 1
else
grow = 0
end if
Hidden node pruning mechanism:
if (µtV ar + σtV ar ≥ µminV ar + 2χσminV ar ), (grow = 0 ), and (R > 1 ) then
for i = 1 to R do
Calculate: HS via (19)
end for
Prune: hidden node with the smallest HS
R = R− 1
Reset: µminV ar and σ
min
V ar
end if
Execute: backpropagation based on (21)
Update: W , b, and c
end for
3.2.1 Hidden Unit Growing Strategy
The hidden unit growing condition is derived from a similar idea to statistical process control which applies the
statistical method to monitor the predictive quality of DEVDAN and does not rely on the user-defined parameter
[35, 32]. Nevertheless, the hidden node growing condition is not modeled as the binomial distribution here because
DEVDAN is more concerned about how to reconstruct corrupted input variables rather than performing binary
classification. Because the underlying goal of the hidden node growing process is to relieve the high bias problem, a
new hidden node is added if the following condition is satisfied:
µtBias + σ
t
Bias ≥ µminBias + κσminBias (15)
where µtBias and σ
t
Bias are respectively the mean and standard deviation of Bias(z)
2 at the t− th time instant while
µminBias and σ
min
Bias are the minimum mean and the minimum standard deviation of Bias(z)
2 up to the t− th observation.
These variables are computed with the absence of previous data samples by simply updating their values whenever a
new sample becomes available. Moreover, µminBias and σ
min
Bias have to be reset once (15) is satisfied. This setting is also
formalized from the fact that the Bias(z)2 should decrease while the number of training observations increases as long
as there is no change in the data distribution. On the other hand, a rise in the Bias(z)2 signals the presence of concept
drift which cannot be addressed by simply learning the DAE’s parameters.
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The condition (15) is derived from the so-called sigma rule where κ governs the confidence degree of sigma rule.
The dynamic constant κ is selected as (1.3 exp(−Bias(z)2) + 0.7) which leads κ to revolve around 1 (in high bias
situation) to 2 (in low bias condition), meaning that it attains the confidence level of 68.2% to 95.2%. This strategy
aims to improve the flexibility of hidden unit growing process which adapts to the learning context and addresses the
problem-specific nature of the static confidence level. A high bias signifies an underfitting situation which can be
resolved by adding the complexity of network structure while the addition of hidden unit should be avoided in the case
of low bias to prevent the variance increase.
Once a new hidden node is appended, its parameters, b is randomly sampled from the scope of [−1, 1] for simplicity
while W is allocated as −e. This formulation comes from the fact that a new hidden unit should drive the error toward
zero. In other words, e = Xt − s(ytW ′ + c) + sR+1(ytW ′R+1 + c) = 0 where R is the number of hidden units or
extracted features. New hidden node parameters play a crucial role to assure improvement of reconstruction capability
and to drive to a zero reconstruction error. It is accepted that the scope [−1, 1] does not always ensure the model’s
convergence. This issue can be tackled with adaptive scope selection of random parameters [36].
In our numerical study, we also investigate the case where µtBias, σ
t
Bias, µ
min
Bias, and σ
min
Bias are reset (DEVDAN-R) if
a new neuron is added. This strategy, however, worsens the training performance. This issue is likely caused by the
characteristic of the NS formula measuring the network’s generalization power meaning that poor network performance
must be seen with respect to previous samples as well. Setting empirical mean and standard deviation to zero during the
addition of a new hidden unit causes loss of information. Moreover, resetting µminBias and σ
min
Bias suffices to assign new
level in respect to the current data distribution. A similar approach is adopted in the drift detection method [35].
3.2.2 Hidden Unit Pruning Strategy
The overfitting problem occurs mainly due to a high network variance resulting from an over-complex network structure.
The hidden unit pruning strategy helps to find a lower dimensional representation of feature space by discarding its
superfluous components. Because a high variance designates the overfitting condition, the hidden unit pruning strategy
starts from the evaluation of the model’s variance. The same principle as the growing scenario is implemented where
the statistical process control method is adopted to detect the high variance problem as follows:
µtV ar + σ
t
V ar ≥ µminV ar + 2χσminV ar (16)
where µtV ar and σ
t
V ar respectively stand for the mean and standard deviation of V ar(z) at the t− th time instant while
µminV ar and σ
min
V ar denote the minimum mean and minimum standard deviation of V ar(z) up to the t− th observation.
The variable χ, selected as (1.3 exp(−V ar(z)) + 0.7), is a dynamic constant controlling the confidence level of the
sigma rule. The term 2 is arranged in (16) to overcome a direct-pruning-after-adding problem which may take place
right after the feature growing process due to the temporary increase of network variance. The network variance
naturally alleviates as more observations are encountered. Note that V ar(z) can be calculated with ease by following
the mathematical derivation of the NS formula in (11) - (14). Moreover, µminV ar , σ
min
V ar are reset when (16) is satisfied.
No reset is applied to µtV ar, σ
t
V ar because a high variance case must be judged with respect to previous cases. Note that
the pruning scenario is not designed for drift detection.
After (16) is identified, the contribution of each hidden unit is examined. Inconsequential hidden unit is discarded to
reduce the overfitting situation. The significance of a hidden unit is tested via the concept of network significance,
adapted to evaluate the hidden unit statistical contribution. This method can be derived by checking the hidden node
activity in the whole corrupted feature space X˜ . The significance of the i− th hidden node is defined as its average
activation degree for all possible data samples as follows:
HSi = lim
T→∞
T∑
t=1
s(Ai)
T
(17)
Ai = X˜Wi + bi
where Wi, bi stand for the connective weight and bias of the i− th hidden node. Suppose that data are sampled from a
certain PDF, Eqn. (17) can be derived as follows:
HSi =
∫ ∞
−∞
s(Ai)p(Ai)dAi ≈
∫ ∞
−∞
Φ(ξAi)p(Ai)dAi (18)
Because the decoder is no longer used and is only used to complete a feature learning scenario, the importance of the
hidden units is examined from the encoding function only. As with the growing strategy, (18) can be solved from the
fact that the sigmoid function can be approached by the Probit function. The importance of the i− th hidden unit is
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formalized as follows:
HSi ≈ s(
µtAi√
1 + pi(σtAi)
2/8
) (19)
where µtAi and σ
t
Ai
respectively denote the mean and standard deviation of Ai at the t− th time instant. Because the
significance of the hidden node is obtained from the limit integral of the sigmoid function given the normal distribution,
(19) can be also interpreted as the expectation of i− th sigmoid encoding function. It is also seen that (19) delineates
the statistical contribution of the hidden unit in respect to the recovered input attribute. A small HS value implies
that i− th hidden unit plays a small role in recovering the clean input attributes x and thus can be ruled out without
significant loss of accuracy.
Since the contribution of i− th hidden unit is formed in terms of the expectation of an activation function, the least
contributing hidden unit having the minimum HS is deemed inactive. If the overfitting situation occurs or (16) is
satisfied, the pruning process encompasses the hidden unit with the lowest HS as follows:
Pruning −→ min
i=1,...,R
HSi (20)
The condition (20) aims to mitigate the overfitting situation by getting rid of the least contributing hidden unit. This
condition also signals that the original feature representation can be still reconstructed with the rest of R− 1 hidden
units. Moreover, this strategy is supposed to enhance the generalization power of DEVDAN by reducing its variance.
3.2.3 Parameter Learning Strategy of Generative Training Phase
The growing and pruning strategies work alternately with the parameter adjustment mechanism. The network parameters
are updated using the SGD method after the structural learning strategy is carried out. Since data points are normalized
into the range of [0, 1] and are indeed real-valued inputs [37], the SGD procedure is derived using the sum of squared
differences loss function as follows:
W, b, c = arg min
W,b,c
T∑
t=1
1
T
L(Xt, zt) (21)
L(Xt, zt) =
1
2
T∑
t=1
(Xt − zt)2 (22)
where Xt ∈ <n is the noise-free input vector and zt ∈ <n is the reconstructed input vector. T is the number of
samples observed thus far. The SGD method is utilized in the parameter learning scenario to update W, b, c. The first
order derivative in the SGD method is calculated with respect to the tied weight constraint W ′ = WT . Note that the
parameter adjustment step is carried out under a dynamic network which commences with only a single input feature
R = 1 and grows its network structure on demand.
The generative training phase allows the model’s structure to be self-organized in an unsupervised manner. The concept
of DAE learns the robust feature by opening the manifold of the learning problem. The information learned in this
phase can be utilized to perform better in the discriminative training phase. The reason is that some features that are
meaningful for the generative phase may also be meaningful for the discriminative phase. Furthermore, DEVDAN
addresses the random initialization problem by implementing the generative training phase. This training phase helps to
move the network parameters into inaccessible region [38]. As a result, this expedites parameter’s convergence in the
discriminative training phase. All of which can be committed while pending for operator to feed the true class labels
Ck. Although DEVDAN is realized in the single hidden layer architecture, it is modifiable to the deep structure with
ease by applying the greedy layer-wise learning process [37].
3.3 Discriminative Training Phase
Once the true class labels Ck = [C1k, C2k, . . . , CTk] ∈ <T are obtained, the 0-1 encoding scheme is applied to craft
the target vector Ck ∈ <T×m where m is the number of the target class. That is, Co = 1 if only if a data sample Xt
falls into o-th class. A generative model is passed to the discriminative training phase added with a softmax layer to
infer the final classification decision as follows:
Cˆt = softmax(s(XW + b)Θ + η) (23)
where Θ ∈ <R×m and η ∈ <m denote the output weight vector and bias of discriminative network respectively
while the softmax layer outputs probability distribution across m target classes. The parameters, W, b,Θ, η are further
9
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Figure 2: The hidden unit evolution of DEVDAN algorithm. It starts the learning process from scratch with a single
hidden unit. It can evolve the network structure both in the generative and discriminative phase if the growing or
pruning condition is satisfied. At the end time stamp k + 1, it has 2 hidden units.
adjusted using the labeled data chunk (Bk, Ck) ∈ <T×(n+m) via the SGD method with momentum using only a single
epoch. The optimization problem is formulated as follows:
W, b,Θ, η = arg min
W,b,Θ,η
T∑
t=1
1
T
L(Ct, Cˆt) (24)
where L(Ct, Cˆt) is the cross-entropy loss function. The adjustment process is executed in the one-pass learning fashion
and per-sample adaptation process.
The structural learning scenario also occurs in the discriminative training phase where the NS method can be formulated
in respect to the squared predictive error rather than reconstruction error. The similar derivation is applied here yet
the difference only exists in the output expression of the discriminative model as s(XtW + b)Θ + η instead of the
encoding and decoding scheme as shown in Eqns. (1), (2). It should be noted that in discriminative training phase µtA
and σtA of E[y] are calculated using clean input X instead of X˜ . Finally, the Bias
2(Cˆ) and V ar(Cˆ) are formalized as
(E[Cˆ]− C)2 and (E[Cˆ2]− E[Cˆ]2), respectively. The hidden node growing and pruning conditions still refer to the
same criteria (15), (16) yet the new weight and bias are initialized using Xavier initialization [14, 39].
In the discriminative phase, DEVDAN learning strategy is similar to ADL [14] yet one must bear in mind that DEVDAN
implements the coupled-generative-discriminative-training phases which work in both unsupervised and supervised
manner. The generative phase trains the network exploiting unlabeled samples and specifically circumvents the random
initialization problem as it is able to condition the network parameters into the region that they do not escape [38]. After
that, the discriminative phase further improves the performance once the operator has completed the labeling process.
This creates a truly continual learning cycle. A further point, the coupled-generative-discriminative-training phases help
DEVDAN to handle a semi-supervised learning problem where the numerical results are discussed in Subsection 4.9.
The evolution of DEVDAN’s network structure is illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Algorithm 3 Discriminative training phase
Define: input-output pair (Bk, Ck) ∈ <T×(n+m)
Get: W , b, and R
for t = 1 to T do
Execute: feedforward operation via (23)
Calculate: et = Ct − Cˆt, µtA, σtA, E[Cˆt], and E[Cˆ2t ]
Calculate: µtBias, σ
t
Bias, µ
t
V ar, and σ
t
V ar utilizing E[Cˆt] and E[Cˆ
2
t ]
Hidden node growing mechanism:
if (µtBias + σtBias ≥ µminBias + κσminBias ) then
R = R+ 1
Initialization: Wnew, Θnew, and bnew
Reset: µminBias and σ
min
Bias
grow = 1
else
grow = 0
end if
Hidden node pruning mechanism:
if (µtV ar + σtV ar ≥ µminV ar + 2χσminV ar ), (grow = 0 ), and (R > 1 ) then
for i = 1 to R do
Calculate: HS via (19)
end for
Prune: hidden node with the smallest HS
R = R− 1
Reset: µminV ar and σ
min
V ar
end if
Execute: backpropagation based on (24)
Update: W , b, Θ, and η
end for
Note that data stream always comes into picture with the absence of true class labels in practice. Our experiment
reflects those facts as a result of the prequential test-then-train procedure. Further, we may arrive at the situation where
we have limited access to the ground truth. Consequently, the number of labeled data can be less than the number
of unlabeled data. In order to examine DEVDAN’s performance in this situation, we have conducted an additional
experiment simulating the real-world case where there exists a portion of unlabeled data in every data batch Bk.
3.4 Complexity Analysis
Using the notation in this paper, Table 1 presents a summary of the worst scenario of time complexity of the above
training phases for a single data sample. It can be seen that the computational cost of DEVDAN lies in the parameter
adjustment mechanism, especially when the number of hidden units and input dimension are very large. For a training
data stream comprising T samples and K batches, the total time complexity of the learning process is given by (25):
O([12× [R× n] + 4× [R×m] + 4]× T ×K) (25)
Such complexity is fairly low as DEVDAN’s time complexity has no quadratic-time complexity O(n2). On the other
hand, the overall space complexity of the learning procedure is given by (26):
O([6× [R× n] + 3× [R×m] + 8]) (26)
This storage requirement, which can be largely attributed to the size of the gradients and the weights, is reasonable.
These facts suggest that DEVDAN is scalable and, at the same time, able to cope with a fast data stream environment.
This benefit is evident in our numerical studies where DEVDAN’s training time is faster than those Incremental Bagging,
pENsemble, pENsemble+ and LEARN++NSE (see Table 4).
4 Proof of Concepts
To test the effectiveness of DEVDAN, we apply it to standard supervised learning benchmarks, conduct the statistical
test to confirm the significance of DEVDAN’s performances and provide an extensive ablation study to measure the
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Table 1: Time complexity of the DEVDAN training phases
Training phase Time complexity Description
Generative Hidden unit growing O(2× [R× n] + 1) Calculate the growing condition and create a new node.
Hidden unit pruning O(2× [R× n] + 1) Calculate the pruning condition and delete a new node.
SGD O(2× [R× n]) Calculate the gradient of parameters.
Parameter adjustment O(2× [R× n]) Apply the gradient to update the parameters.
Discriminative Hidden unit growing O([R× n] + [R×m] + 1) Calculate the growing condition and create a new node.
Hidden unit pruning O([R× n] + [R×m] + 1) Calculate the pruning condition and delete a new node.
SGD O([R× n] + [R×m]) Calculate the gradient of parameters.
Parameter adjustment O([R× n] + [R×m]) Apply the gradient to update the parameters.
contribution of each of DEVDAN’s components. As an additional application, we consider a real-world problem where
we have limited-access-to-the-ground-truth (Subsection 4.9). In this experiment, the portion of labeled data in each data
batch varies from 25%, 50% and 75%.
4.1 Implementation Details
In all experiments, DEVDAN starts the learning process from scratch by having a hidden unit. The evolving mechanism
of DEVDAN is free of user-defined threshold. We utilize SGD method to adjust parameters and use learning rates of
0.01 and 0.001 for discriminative and generative phases, respectively. In the discriminative phase, we use a momentum
coefficient of 0.95. Small learning rates are preferred to make the training process more stable, whereas a high
momentum coefficient to reduce the risk of being entrapped in local minima. We use 10% masking noise to get X˜
from the original input X . Note that these values is fixed in all experiments to demonstrate that DEVDAN is not an
ad-hoc method. The parameter adjustment mechanism is executed in a single-pass manner to simulate the most difficult
situation in continual learning and to demonstrate that the NS formula can be calculated in one-pass learning fashion.
DEVDAN is executed in 5 consecutive runs during the simulation and the numerical results of the lowest classification
rate are reported in Table 4.
The prequential test-then train procedure is followed as our evaluation protocol to simulate real data stream environments.
The windowing approach is adopted in the numerical evaluation where the learning performance is regularly evaluated
per data batch to forget the effect of past data batches and to better evaluate the model’s performance under concept
drift [31]. The final numerical results are the average of numerical results per data batch. It is worth noting that an
algorithm here not only produces one-step-ahead prediction but also performs classification of all data points in the data
batch during the testing phase. All consolidated algorithms are executed in the same computational platform under
MATLAB environments with the Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650 @3.20 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM. The source
code of DEVDAN is publicly available, it can be accessed in https://bit.ly/2Jk3Pzf. We also provide a short
video which demonstrates DEVDAN’s learning performance.
4.2 Baseline Algorithms
The numerical results of DEVDAN are compared against state-of-the-art data stream and continual learning algorithms:
ADL [14], HAT [30], PNN [13], OMB [26], pENsemble [25], pENsemble+ [28], Incremental Bagging, Incremental
Boosting [27] and LEARN++NSE [29]. ADL, PNN, pENsemble and pENsemble+ are able to evolve their network
structure on demands, whereas OMB, Incremental Bagging, Incremental Boosting, and LEARN++NSE utilize several
learners to execute a classification task. HAT is a prominent continual learning algorithm which is able to preserve
previous tasks’ information without affecting the current task’s learning. We reimplemented each of these algorithms in
the same simulation scenario and computational environment to ensure fair comparison. We re-tuned the hyperparame-
ters for each baseline algorithm, which generally resulted in better performance, thereby providing a more competitive
experimental setting for testing out DEVDAN.
The learning performance of the consolidated algorithms is evaluated according to six criteria: classification rate (CR),
number of parameters (NoP), training time (TrT), testing time (TsT), number of hidden units (HN) and number of
hidden layers (HL). The numerical results of pENsemble, pENsemble+, Incremental Bagging, Incremental Boosting,
and LEARN++NSE are not reported in several problems. This is because they are not scalable to face high-dimensional
data such as image data. HAT’s, PNN’s and OMB’s execution times are not comparable because it is developed under
Python’s environments.
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4.3 Dataset Description
The learning performance of DEVDAN is numerically validated using ten real-world and synthetic data stream problems.
This subsection outlines the characteristics of those datasets. At least six of ten problems characterize non-stationary
properties, while the remaining four problems feature salient characteristics in examining the performance of the data
stream algorithms: big size, high input dimension, etc. The properties of the dataset are outlined on Table 2. The ten
datasets are detailed as follows:
Rotated MNIST [15]: It forms an extension of the traditional MNIST problem via rotation of original samples [17]
inducing abrupt concept drifts. That is, the handwritten digits are rotated to arbitrary angles of the −pi to pi range, thus
inducing the covariate drift.
Permuted MNIST [16]: This is a modification of the MNIST problem [17] which applies several permutations of pixels
and features uncorrelated distribution of input samples across each task. In other words, the real drift [5] is present in
this dataset. Three permutations are applied in the original MNIST problem resulting in abrupt and recurring drifts.
That is, the drift eventually returns to its original concept.
MNIST: This is a popular benchmark problem whose objective is to perform handwritten digit recognition with 10
classes [17]. It consists of 70 K data points formed as black and white 28-by-28-pixel images.
Forest Covertype: This data contains information about Forest Covertype from cartographic variables. The classification
task is to predict the actual Forest Covertype whose the ground truth was determined from US Forest Service (USFS)
Region 2 Resource Information System (RIS) data. This data also contains binary (0 or 1) inputs representing the
qualitative independent variables, such as wilderness areas and soil types [18]. This data contains covariate drift as the
input distribution is changing over time.
SEA Problem: the SEA problem is one of the most popular non-stationary data stream problems in the literature [19]
which features a binary classification problem formed by the following inequality f1 + f2 < θ indicating a class 1
whereas the opposite condition leads to a class 2. The concept drift is induced by changing the class threshold three
times θ = 4 −→ 7 −→ 4 −→ 7 which leads to two drift types: abrupt and recurring. This problem consists of three
input attributes in which the third input feature functions as a noise. This problem consists of 100 K data samples and
the prequential test-then-train process is simulated with 100 timestamps. Although the SEA problem is a synthetic
dataset, the use of a synthetic dataset is important to develop a controlled simulation environment where the type of
drift and the time instant when the concept drift occurs is fully deterministic.
Hyperplane Problem: the Hyperplane problem characterizes an artificial binary classification problem where the
underlying objective is to separate data points into two classes in respect to the position of d-dimensional random
hyperplane
∑d
j=1 wjxj > wo. The hyperplane problem is taken from the massive online analysis (MOA) - a popular
framework in the data stream field [20]. This problem puts forward the gradual drift circumstance where data samples
are initially drawn from one distribution with a probability of one where this probability gradually weakens up to a
point where the second distribution completely replaces the first one. This problem consists of 120 K data samples and
is generated with 120 timestamps.
Occupancy Problem: This is a real-world multi-variate time series on room occupancy as per the environmental
condition of the room. The data set contains 20560 instances, 7 attributes and 2 classes. The true class label of
occupancy was derived from time stamped pictures taken every minute [21]. There exists covariate drift in this problem.
That is a change in the distribution of the input as a result of environmental change over time.
Indoor RFID Localization Problem: the indoor RFID localization problem presents a multi-class classification problem
which identifies the object’s location in the manufacturing shopfloor. RFID reader is placed in different locations and
creates four zones in the manufacturing shopfloor leading to a four classes classification problem. The RFID localization
problem is undertaken using three input attributes and comprises 281.3 K data samples [22].
KDDCup Problem: this dataset presents a network intrusion detection problem formulated as a binary classification
problem recognizing attack of network connection [23]. This problem possesses non-stationary components since it
presents various types of intrusions simulated in a military network environment. It was used in the Third International
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition taking place during the KDD-99. Moreover, the KDDcup
problem characterizes a high input dimension with 41 input attributes. In total, there exist 5 M pairs of data samples in
the KDD cup problem and only 10% of which are collected for our numerical study. Five hundred timestamps are set in
the prequential test-then-train procedure of our numerical study.
HEPMASS Problem: this problem describes the high-energy physic experiments to discover the signatures of exotic
particles with unknown mass carried out under the Monte-Carlo simulations [24]. The classification task is to separate
particle-producing collisions from a background source. This problem consists of 27 input attributes - 22 low-level
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Table 2: Properties of the dataset.
Dataset IA C DP Tasks Characteristics
Rotated MNIST 784 10 65K 65 Non-stationary
Permuted MNIST 784 10 70K 70 Non-stationary
MNIST 784 10 70K 70 Stationary
Forest Covertype 54 7 581K 581 Non-stationary
SEA 3 2 100K 100 Non-stationary
Hyperplane 4 2 120K 120 Non-stationary
Occupancy 7 2 20K 20 Non-stationary
RFID Localization 3 4 280K 280 Stationary
KDDCup 10% 41 2 500K 500 Non-stationary
HEPMASS 19% 27 2 2M 2000 Stationary
IA: input attributes, C: classes, DP: data points
Table 3: The classification rate ranking of consolidated algorithms in ten problems.
Problems
R. MNIST P. MNIST MNIST F. Covertype SEA Hyperplane Occupancy RFID KDDCup 10% HEPMASS 19%
DEVDAN 1 2 1 4 5 3 3 5 1 1
ADL 2 1 2 5 2 1 6 4 2 2
HAT 3 3 3 7 9 9 8 6 3 8
PNN 4 4 4 8 8 7 9 7 6 9
OMB 5 5 5 6 6 6 1 2 9 6
IncBoosting N/A N/A N/A N/A 10 10 10 N/A 7 5
IncBagging N/A N/A N/A 1 7 8 7 1 4 7
pENsemble N/A N/A N/A 2 4 2 5 9 5 3
pENsemble+ N/A N/A N/A 3 1 5 4 8 8 4
LEARN++.NSE N/A N/A N/A N/A 3 4 2 3 N/A N/A
features and 5 high-level features. A total of more than 10 million samples are generated and only 2 million samples are
utilized in our study.
4.4 Results
Numerical results are summarized in Table 4 and the algorithm’s ranks based on their classification performance
are presented in Table 3. The trace of bias and variance in the generative and discriminative phases, hidden units,
classification rates, loss functions and hidden units per timestamps are portrayed in the Fig. 3 and 4.
It is reported in Tables 3 and 4 that DEVDAN produces the highest classification rates in Rotated MNIST, MNIST,
KDDCup and HEPMASS problems. It is observed that DEVDAN’s numerical results are inferior to its counterparts
in six problems: SEA, Hyperplane, RFID, Permuted MNIST, Forest Covertype and Occupancy. For the first three
problems, however, the gap to the best performing method is statistically insignificant - around 1% while outperforming
the remainder of the consolidated algorithms. This finding is likely attributed to the noise-free nature of the two
problems. Note that the use of noise injected mechanism is akin to regularization mechanism and thus incurs some loss
albeit its evident benefits.
Separately, it is also observed that the execution time of DEVDAN is faster than other benchmarked algorithms except
for ADL and Incremental Boosting in both training time and testing time, although it consists of a generative phase and
discriminative phase. In the realm of hidden node and network parameters, DEVDAN generates a comparable level of
complexities compared to ADL in some cases. For instance, the structural learning mechanism contributes substantially
to lower network parameters without compromising the predictive accuracy in the case of KDDCup and HEPMASS.
We next verify the effectiveness of DEVDAN compared to DEVDAN-R. For both methods, we follow the standard
procedures outlined in Subsection 4.1. Table 5 points out that our hidden node growing strategy where only µminBias,
σminBias are reset to achieve better numerical results than when all parameters, µ
t
Bias, σ
t
Bias, µ
min
Bias and σ
min
Bias are reset
(DEVDAN-R). Moreover, DEVDAN-R is unsuccessful while dealing with Rotated MNIST, Permuted MNIST, MNIST
and Forest Covertype datasets as its hidden units keep growing uncontrollably.
4.5 The Visualization of Learning Performance
It is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 that DEVDAN adopts a fully open and flexible structure where its structure is self-
organized in both generative and discriminative phases. It is observed that a generative phase inherits a network structure
constructed using unlabeled samples with respect to network reconstruction error aptitude. The discriminative phase
further improves this network structure with access to the true class label. From the first three pictures in Figs. 3 and
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Table 4: Numerical results of consolidated algorithms.
DEVDAN ADL HAT PNN OMB I. Boosting I. Bagging pENsemble pENsemble+ L++.NSE
R
ot
at
ed
M
N
IS
T CR 76.48± 9.7 73.97± 9.92 65± 12 57± 13.9 26± 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
TrT 1.6± 0.13 0.38± 0.41 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
TsT 0.006± 0.001 0.06± 0.02 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
HN 48.7± 9 66.98± 9.3 60 750 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
HL 1 1.14± 0.4 2 3 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
NoP (38± 8)K (18± 7.5)K 24.9K 530K N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Pe
rm
ut
ed
M
N
IS
T CR 76.67± 14 79.8± 14.6 66± 16 65± 13.9 11± 6 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
TrT 1.65± 0.1 0.37± 0.02 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
TsT 0.007± 0.001 0.06± 0.001 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
HN 67.8± 16.8 20± 5 60 750 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
HL 1 1 2 3 3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
NoP (53± 14)K (16± 4)K 24.9K 530K N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
M
N
IS
T
CR 86.12± 7.8 86.07± 8.22 78± 12 68± 13.4 29± 5 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
TrT 2.1± 0.11 0.87± 0.23 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
TsT 0.009± 0.002 0.12± 0.05 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
HN 68.92± 14.9 108± 6.2 60 750 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
HL 1 1.2± 0.4 2 3 2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
NoP (54± 13)K (17± 5)K 24.9K 530K N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Fo
re
st
C
ov
er
ty
pe CR 83.29± 9.06 81.97± 22.47 67± 14 61± 8 71± 4 N/A 89.86± 8.62 83.69± 8.57 83.31± 8.9 N/A
TrT 0.6± 0.04 0.17± 0.01 N/A N/A N/A N/A 3.35± 1.78 19.7± 1.2 15.67± 4.85 N/A
TsT 0.005± 0.002 0.02± 0.003 N/A N/A N/A N/A 5.17± 3.24 0.44± 0.03 0.46± 0.03 N/A
HN 70.78± 19.5 20± 10 60 60 N/A N/A 100 1 1 N/A
HL 1 1 2 3 2 N/A N/A 1 1.002± 0.03 N/A
NoP (4.4± 1.2)K 159± 81 2.9K 2.5K N/A N/A N/A 27 27 N/A
SE
A
CR 91.12± 7.11 92± 6.49 75± 10 83± 6 88± 4 79.6± 6.18 87.3± 10.2 91.61± 5.6 92± 6 91.93± 5.9
TrT 0.49± 0.04 0.16± 0.01 N/A N/A N/A 0.0004± 0.0002 1.35± 0.79 0.92± 0.09 0.5± 0.1 2.77± 1.61
TsT 0.003± 0.006 0.02± 0.002 N/A N/A N/A 0.0024± 0.0014 3.63± 2.39 0.45± 0.05 0.3± 0.04 1.39± 0.81
HN 23.7± 7.2 21± 4 10 33 N/A N/A 100 2 2.51± 0.81 10
HL 1 1.01± 0.1 2 3 2 N/A N/A 1 2± 1 NA
NoP 144.82± 44.81 359± 253 72 353 N/A 100 N/A 24 60.3± 19.43 101
H
yp
er
pl
an
e CR 91.19± 3.28 92.26± 2.67 76± 8 86± 6 87± 4 74.78± 3.54 81.39± 2.2 91.65± 2.42 87.6± 6.2 90.45± 2
TrT 0.48± 0.007 0.15± 0.004 N/A N/A N/A 0.0004± 0.0001 1.91± 0.15 1.2± 0.2 0.4± 0.1 3.34± 1.97
TsT 0.002± 0.0003 0.02± 0.0013 N/A N/A N/A 0.0026± 0.0016 5.32± 0.44 0.6± 0.13 0.3± 0.03 1.67± 1
HN 16± 2.3 9.44± 1 12 42 N/A N/A 100 4.8± 2.4 2.76± 0.47 10
HL 1 1 2 3 2 N/A N/A 2.4± 1.2 3± 2 NA
NoP 114± 18.8 69.1± 7 98 0.5K N/A 120 N/A 57.88± 28.7 54.68± 10.92 121
O
cc
up
an
cy
CR 90.72± 15.9 87.97± 17.27 72± 34 71± 34 99± 0.2 56.65± 34 86.02± 15.2 89.30± 23.4 89.33± 24 94.65± 11
TrT 0.7± 0.4 0.29± 0.04 N/A N/A N/A 0.05± 0.01 1.5± 2.2 0.61± 0.28 0.34± 0.31 0.4± 0.2
TsT 0.004± 0.0004 0.03± 0.005 N/A N/A N/A 0.0069± 0.01 1± 0.5 0.44± 0.03 0.26± 0.1 0.15± 0.07
HN 35.68± 6.45 21.75± 11 20 30 N/A N/A 100 2.5± 1.2 2.3± 0.49 10
HL 1 1 2 3 2 N/A N/A 2± 1.4 1.4± 0.5 NA
NoP 257.8± 117 177± 87 162 302 N/A 8 N/A 30± 14 27.7± 0.48 8
R
FI
D
L
oc
al
iz
at
io
n CR 98.29± 6.4 98.66± 7 95± 10 66± 10 99.6± 0.2 N/A 99.99± 0.01 60.4± 6.7 60.9± 7.6 99.58± 0.98
TrT 0.5± 0.01 0.27± 0.03 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.46± 0.18 0.8± 0.14 1± 0.2 6.89± 3.71
TsT 0.003± 0.0008 0.05± 0.02 N/A N/A N/A N/A 0.75± 0.55 0.3± 0.1 0.3± 0.04 3.44± 1.85
HN 63.64± 13.74 100± 10.82 2 25 N/A N/A 100 1.57± 0.65 1.31± 0.46 10
HL 1 1.6± 0.5 12 3 2 N/A N/A 2± 1 2± 0.8 NA
NoP 513± 111 (1± 0.7)K 55 232 N/A N/A N/A 42.7± 22.48 43.73± 13.52 561
K
D
D
C
up
10
% CR 99.84± 0.16 99.83± 0.2 99.6± 1 99± 1 97± 0.6 98.55± 0.53 99.5± 0.4 99.3± 0.4 96.7± 6 N/A
TrT 0.54± 0.02 0.09± 0.005 N/A N/A N/A 0.0024± 0.0005 0.62± 0.07 5± 0.3 0.6± 0.04 N/A
TsT 0.002± 0.001 0.002± 0.001 N/A N/A N/A 0.02± 0.006 0.97± 0.08 0.2± 0.01 0.25± 0.08 N/A
HN 34± 2 36± 2 60 60 N/A N/A 100 1 1 N/A
HL 1 1 2 3 2 N/A N/A 1 1 N/A
NoP 1.5± 0.1K 1.6K ± 87 2K 2K N/A 500 N/A 12 12 N/A
H
E
PM
A
SS
19
% CR 83.39± 2 83.04± 1.8 76± 4 70± 4 78± 1 80.11± 98.21 78.3± 2.2 82.6± 1.9 82.3± 2.2 N/A
TrT 0.56± 0.04 0.13± 0.02 N/A N/A N/A 0.002± 0.0004 2.06± 0.2 6 1.5± 0.2 N/A
TsT 0.004± 0.015 0.02± 0.01 N/A N/A N/A 0.04± 0.022 3.8± 0.3 7.5 0.3± 0.03 N/A
HN 10.88± 0.5 99± 4.5 40 18 N/A N/A 100 2.01± 0.69 2.01± 0.69 N/A
HL 1 2± 0.7 2 3 2 N/A N/A 2.01± 0.69 2.01± 0.69 N/A
NoP 340± 17 730± 398 1K 324 N/A 2K N/A 24.14± 8.23 24.14± 8.23 N/A
4, the efficacy of the NS formula is demonstrated where hidden nodes can be timely added in the case of high bias
and pruned in the case of high variance. This also empirically demonstrates the stability of the NS formula wherein
each problem the NS formula is always able to find the appropriate network complexity for the given problem. Note
that DEVDAN can be extended into a deep version with ease by applying the greedy layer-wise learning process [37]
because the NS formula can be applied in every layer of a deep neural network.
From the last four pictures in Figs. 3 and 4, it is observed that the classification rate increases and the losses decrease as
the number of nodes increases. It implies that the network capacity plays an important role to increase the predictive
performance. Note that the sudden increase of loss in Fig. 3 (around k = [25, 45, 60]) indicates a strong presence of
concept drift. This problem can be coped with the hidden unit growing and parameter adjustment mechanism where the
discriminative loss rapidly decreases in the next time stamp.
4.6 Statistical Test
Numerical results of DEVDAN is statistically validated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [40] to assess the numerical
results of DEVDAN and other methods are significantly different. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used here because it
supports a pairwise comparison of two different algorithms and is an alternative of the t-test for non normally distributed
objects. The numerical evaluation is done by examining the residual error of predictive models. The rejection of the
null hypothesis indicates that DEVDAN’s predictive accuracy is significantly better than its counterpart. Incremental
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Table 5: The classification rate of DEVDAN obtained using 5 consecutive runs. It is also presented the numerical result
of DEVDAN-R.
Dataset Method I II III IV V
Rotated MNIST DEVDAN 76.48± 9.66 77.77± 10.76 77.37± 10.82 77.75± 9.33 78.09± 9.32DEVDAN-R NA NA NA NA NA
Permuted MNIST DEVDAN 78.72± 13.41 78.75± 13.60 77.45± 13.46 76.67± 13.97 78.60± 13.77DEVDAN-R NA NA NA NA NA
MNIST DEVDAN 87.49± 6.25 87.48± 5.54 87.11± 5.77 86.79± 6.89 86.12± 7.83DEVDAN-R NA NA NA NA NA
Forest Covertype DEVDAN 83.39± 9.30 83.54± 9.29 83.29± 9.06 83.54± 9.59 83.42± 9.37DEVDAN-R NA NA NA NA NA
SEA DEVDAN 91.12± 7.12 91.24± 6.96 92.10± 6.59 92.09± 6.46 91.60± 6.12DEVDAN-R 92.29± 6.24 92.38± 6.21 92.06± 6.5 92.46± 6.02 92.23± 5.9
Hyperplane DEVDAN 92.46± 2.35 91.44± 3.1 91.2± 3.3 92.4± 2.87 91.9± 2.79DEVDAN-R 92.53± 2.61 92.6± 3.03 92.67± 1.9 92.72± 2.15 92.69± 1.85
Occupancy DEVDAN 92.11± 13.09 90.72± 15.92 90.83± 17.24 90.72± 17.15 91.44± 17.39DEVDAN-R 72.26± 31.13 72.26± 31.13 72.26± 31.13 72.26± 31.13 72.26± 31.13
RFID DEVDAN 98.71± 4.08 98.52± 4.65 98.29± 6.40 98.52± 5.06 98.57± 5.38DEVDAN-R 96.91± 7.74 96.66± 6.57 95.42± 10.7 96.31± 8.42 93± 15.49
KDDCup 10% DEVDAN 99.8390± 0.1585 99.8424± 0.1483 99.8498± 0.1365 99.8456± 0.1647 99.8488± 0.1346DEVDAN-R 99.8137± 0.2054 99.8319± 0.1828 99.8357± 0.1770 99.8351± 0.1842 99.8450± 0.1483
HEPMASS 19% DEVDAN 83.39± 2 83.81± 1.86 83.90± 2.12 83.93± 2.01 83.79± 1.89DEVDAN-R 83.97± 2.08 83.8± 1.97 83.38± 1.999 83.61± 2 81.77± 2
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Figure 3: Performance metrics and hidden nodes evolution of Permuted MNIST problem.
bagging, Incremental boosting, OMB and Learn++.NSE are excluded from our statistical test because its predictive
output does not satisfy the partition of unity property leading to incomparable residual errors.
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Figure 4: Performance metrics and hidden nodes evolution of Rotated MNIST problem.
Table 6: The wilcoxon signed-rank test result. The mark × indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis.
Dataset
R. MNIST P. MNIST MNIST F. Covertype SEA Hyperplane Occupancy RFID KDDCup 10% HEPMASS 19%
ADL × × × × × × × × × ×
HAT × × × × × × × × × ×
PNN × × × × × × × × × ×
OMB N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
IncBoosting N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
IncBagging N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
pENsemble × × × × × × × × × ×
pENsemble+ × × × × × × × × × ×
LEARN++.NSE N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Table 3 sums up ranking of the accuracy of the ten algorithms, the effectiveness of DEVDAN is demonstrated where it
outperforms the other nine algorithms in four of tens problems: Rotated MNIST, MNIST, KDDCup and HEPMASS.
Table 6 summarizes the outcome of the statistical test. It is perceived from Table 6 that DEVDAN’s predictive
performance is significantly different from other algorithms and is statistically confirmed via the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test that DEVDAN is better than other algorithms in those four problems: Rotated MNIST, MNIST, KDDCup and
HEPMASS.
4.7 Discussion
Numerical results in Tables 3, where DEVDAN outperforms other methods, demonstrate that coupled-generative-
discriminative training phases are capable of improving the predictive performance for data stream analytic with or
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Table 7: Ablation study results. Scenario: A) without generative training phase, B) without hidden node growing
mechanism, C) without hidden node pruning mechanism.
DEVDAN Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C
R
ot
at
ed
M
N
IS
T CR 76.48± 9.7 76.19± 9.23 71.81± 5.38 74.87± 10.63
TrT 1.6± 0.13 0.43± 0.03 1.72± 0.07 2.12± 0.09
TsT 0.006± 0.001 0.008± 0.002 0.007± 0.0005 0.008± 0.001
HN 48.7± 9 26.47± 10 10 52.13± 10.82
HL 1 1 1 1
NoP (38± 8)K (20± 8.3)K 8K (41± 9.8)K
Fo
re
st
C
ov
er
ty
pe CR 83.29± 9.06 82.79± 9.5 79.06± 10.93 83.12± 9.42
TrT 0.6± 0.04 0.2± 0.02 0.56± 0.02 0.63± 0.04
TsT 0.005± 0.002 0.005± 0.002 0.0045± 0.002 0.005± 0.002
HN 70.78± 19.5 57.71± 17.89 7 70.61± 20
HL 1 1 1 1
NoP (4.4± 1.2)K (3.53± 1.11)K 442 (4.4± 1.2)K
without the label. This also exhibits that the evolution mechanism governed by NS formula and parameter learning
strategies using the SGD method with momentum are stable while working together. On the other hand, the performance
degradation in Forest Covertype and Permuted MNIST problems are suspected due to the real drift feature of the
problem. This issue leads to the structural learning mechanism of the generative and discriminative phase to be not
synchronized. That is, the virtual drift handling mechanism of the generative phase distracts the location of initial points
for the discriminative phase.
In terms of time complexity, DEVDAN computation time is comparable to ADL and even faster than other methods in
all cases. This confirms that DEVDAN’s time complexity is linear and fairly low as estimated in (25). It is faster than
HAT and PNN because it arrives at a less complex network structure than them. Several methods are crafted from the
concept of ensemble models which comprises multiple classifiers, thereby being computationally more expensive than
DEVDAN where the adaptive and evolving characteristic is realized in the hidden node level. Although pENsemble
and pENsemble+ evolve a lower number of base classifiers than DEVDAN, it incurs slower training and testing times
than DEVDAN because it adopts the ensemble concept.
From Tables 3 and 5, it can be noticed that DEVDAN is consistent while delivering predictive performance. Moreover,
other results in Table 4 show that DEVDAN outperforms ADL, HAT, and PNN in Rotated MNIST and MNIST, Forest
Covertype, Occupancy, KDDCup and HEPMASS datasets, although DEVDAN is a single hidden layer network.
These results exhibit the benefit of generative training phase as an unsupervised pretraining mechanism. Note that the
parameter initialization of DNN possibly has a significant regularizing effect on the predictive model. Moreover, DNN
training is non-deterministic and ends up to a different function in every execution. Having an unsupervised pretraining
mechanism enables a DNN to consistently halt in the same region of function space. The region, where an unsupervised
pretraining mechanism is utilized, is smaller implying that this mechanism decreases the estimation process variance,
which decreases the risk of overfitting. In other words, generative training phase initializes DEVDAN’s parameters
into an inescapable region [38] and consequently, the performance is more consistent and more likely to be good than
without this phase. This result also confirms our hypothesis that the generative training phase is capable of improving
predictive performance for data stream analytic exploiting unlabeled data.
The comparison between DEVDAN and DEVDAN-R outlined in Table 5 suggests that resetting µminBias, σ
min
Bias and
preserving µtBias, σ
t
Bias are the key to control the stability of the network evolution. This facet can be understood
from the spirit of the NS formula derived from integral approximation over all input space to better reflect the true
data distribution. Setting µtBias, σ
t
Bias to zero during the addition of a new hidden unit causes loss of information of
preceding samples. This fact is confirmed from the concept of the hidden unit in a neural network which differs from
the concept of the hidden unit in the RBF network where every unit represents a particular input space partition. The
hidden unit contribution in DNN is judged from its aptitude to drive the error to zero. Furthermore, by simply resetting
µminBias, σ
min
Bias it is capable of finding a new level after previous drift - a very important aspect of concept drift detection.
4.8 Ablation Study
Since DEVDAN consists of several learning mechanisms, it has a good deal in common with existing methods in the
literature. As a result, we conduct ablation study by removing or adding components in order to provide additional
insight into the effect of each DEVDAN’s learning mechanism. Specifically, we measure the effect of generative
training phase, hidden unit growing and pruning mechanisms.
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Table 8: The numerical result of the limited-access-to-the-ground-truth scenario. The labeled data are selected randomly
from each data batch.
25% labeled data 50% labeled data 75% labeled data 100% labeled data
DEVDAN ADL DEVDAN ADL DEVDAN ADL DEVDAN ADL
R
ot
at
ed
M
N
IS
T CR 61.81± 12.87 61.25± 10.9 69.66± 10.53 54.25± 7.6 72.59± 10.42 69.62± 0.08 76.48± 9.7 73.97± 9.92
TrT 1.2± 0.03 0.165± 0.46 1.3± 0.04 0.2± 0.06 1.45± 0.08 0.33± 0.09 1.6± 0.13 0.38± 0.41
TsT 0.006± 0.001 0.059± 0.02 0.006± 0.001 0.09± 0.04 0.006± 0.001 0.07± 0.09 0.006± 0.001 0.06± 0.02
HN 34± 5.3 45.53± 1.7 40± 4.5 40± 0.45 59± 13 50.32± 2.9 48.7± 9 66.98± 9.3
HL 1 1.1± 0.31 1 3.3± 1.56 1 1.14± 0.35 1 1.14± 0.4
NoP (25± 6.4)K (10± 1.4)K (30± 5.6)K (6.5± 0.9)K (43± 11)K (9± 2.4)K (38± 8)K (18± 7.5)K
Fo
re
st
C
ov
er
ty
pe CR 78.69± 10.59 57.77± 18.35 80.88± 9.9 66.65± 14.49 82.21± 9.27 66.43± 13.09 83.29± 9.06 81.97± 22.47
TrT 0.43± 0.02 1.6± 1.5 0.48± 0.03 1.2± 1.1 0.54± 0.04 1.5± 1.4 0.6± 0.04 0.17± 0.01
TsT 0.004± 0.001 0.9± 0.9 0.004± 0.002 0.8± 0.5 0.004± 0.002 0.8± 0.5 0.005± 0.002 0.02± 0.003
HN 65.15± 12.9 939± 13.5 73.8± 13.57 836± 19 69.49± 12.53 902± 45 70.78± 19.5 20± 10
HL 1 53.52± 39 1 46.83± 29.5 1 50.35± 30 1 1
NoP (3.7± 0.9)K (8.7± 4.7)K (4.1± 1)K (10± 4.8)K (4.1± 0.8)K (13± 6)K (4.4± 1.2)K 159± 81
The ablation study is carried out on Rotated MNIST and Forest Covertype datasets; the results are presented in Table 7.
Generally, it is found that each component contributes to DEVDAN’s performance, with the most dramatic difference
in the without-growing-mechanism scenario. This is understood because the hidden unit growing mechanism enables
DEVDAN to increase its network capacity in respect to data distribution. It is obvious that having more network capacity
helps to improve the predictive performance especially when the function to be learned is extremely complicated [38].
From Table 7, it is observed that the generative training phase contributes around 1% improvement in terms of
classification rate. This signifies that the generative phase helps to refine the predictive performance using unlabeled
data as it can initialize the network parameters into the region that they do not escape [38]. Meanwhile, disabling the
hidden unit pruning mechanism increases the network complexity. This is evidenced by the number of created hidden
units. As a result, it raises the risk of being suffered from high variance dilemma. This is confirmed by the classification
rates of the without-pruning-mechanism scenario where those have higher standard deviation compared to the results in
Table 4. Moreover, DEVDAN’s performances decrease by up to 2% without hidden unit pruning mechanism.
4.9 Limited Access to The Ground Truth
In the real-world environment, we may have limited access to the ground truth which causes the number of labeled
data is less than the number of unlabeled data. An experiment simulating this scenario, also known as semi-supervised
learning, is conducted to measure our approach’s ability to generalize. This scenario is carried out on Rotated MNIST
and Forest Covertype problems. In this experiment, we vary the portion of labeled data from 25%, 50%, to 75% of the
total data in a batch T . Two strategies are conducted to select the labeled data from a data batch. The first strategy is by
random selection, whereas the second strategy is to effectively select the data using sample selection mechanism.
The numerical results of the first strategy are tabulated in Table 8. We compare our method against the second best
performant, ADL. It can be observed that DEVDAN obtains the best classification rate, significantly outperforming
ADL. For instances, the difference is about 0.5% to 20% in terms of the classification rate. Interestingly, DEVDAN’s
performance on Forest Covertype problem having 75% labeled data is better than ADL for every labeled data amount
considered (Table 4). This result is understood as the unlabeled data are exploited by generative training phase. The
robust features extracted by generative training phase may help the discriminative training phase to perform better. As a
result, we may expect the generative phase to improve the performance when the number of unlabeled data is greater
than the number of labeled data [38].
In the second strategy, a sample selection mechanism is employed to select the data which is useful for the discriminative
training phase. To emphasize the importance of this, consider the following scenario: In the real-world situation,
the experts may not be able to label all the incoming data. It is required to label several data which may help to
improve the classification performance. Intuitively, this data should be a difficult sample. That is, a data sample
which is geometrically close to the decision boundary separating between classes. The following formula from [28] is
implemented in this experiment as a sample selection mechanism as per in (27):
conf =
y1
y1 + y2
< δ (27)
where y1 and y2 are the highest and the second highest multiclass probability, and δ is the minimum confidence level.
In other words, the ground truth is only revealed to the sample whose conf is less than δ. In this experiment, the value
of δ is selected: 0.7.
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Table 9: The numerical result of the limited-access-to-the-ground-truth scenario. The labeled data are selected using a
sample selection mechanism from each data batch.
25% labeled data 50% labeled data 75% labeled data 100% labeled data
R
ot
at
ed
M
N
IS
T CR 62.96± 12.88 69.87± 13.18 74.12± 10.58 76.48± 9.7
TrT 1.24± 0.07 1.33± 0.04 1.4± 0.05 1.6± 0.13
TsT 0.007± 0.002 0.007± 0.001 0.006± 0.001 0.006± 0.001
HN 45.45± 6.2 45.12± 6.6 44.05± 8.7 48.7± 9
HL 1 1 1 1
NoP (33± 8)K (33± 7)K (33± 9)K (38± 8)K
Fo
re
st
C
ov
er
ty
pe CR 73.96± 11.95 76.66± 10.93 78.05± 10.92 83.29± 9.06
TrT 0.42± 0.02 0.47± 0.02 0.52± 0.04 0.6± 0.04
TsT 0.004± 0.001 0.004± 0.001 0.004± 0.001 0.005± 0.002
HN 54.19± 10.05 57.39± 9.4 59.54± 15.67 70.78± 19.5
HL 1 1 1 1
NoP (3.1± 0.7)K (3.2± 0.7)K (3.4± 1)K (4.4± 1.2)K
The tabulated numerical results in Table 9 show that the sample selection mechanism helps DEVDAN to achieve
around 0.2% to 2% improvement in terms of accuracy in Rotated MNIST problem. This is reasonable as exploiting the
labeled data which is situated around the decision boundary increases the network’s confidence while executing the
classification task. On the other hand, the second strategy decreases DEVDAN’s classification rate in Forest Covertype
problem. Note that this dataset has imbalance class proportion where five out of seven classes have less than 7%
proportion. One should be very careful while implementing sample selection in this situation, the majority class samples
of a particular batch are not always included in the discriminative training as its conf has already been greater than δ.
As a result, DEVDAN is unable to refine its predictive performance using those samples which decreases the accuracy
in the next data batch. All in all, these experiments suggest that DEVDAN is potentially able to handle semi-supervised
learning problem. This is reasonable as its coupled-generative-discriminative training phases are capable of handling
the concept drift with or without the label.
5 Conclusion
We introduced DEVDAN, an evolving denoising autoencoder which combines generative and discriminative training
phases for data stream analytic. DEVDAN features an open structure both in the generative phase and in the discrimina-
tive phase where input features can be automatically added and discarded on the fly. Furthermore, DEVDAN is free of
the problem-specific threshold and works fully in the single-pass learning fashion. Through extensive experiments,
we found that DEVDAN significantly outperforms other algorithms in 4 of 10 problems in the supervised learning
scenario and in all problems in the semi-supervised learning scenario. This fact also supports the relevance of the
generative phase for online data stream which contributes toward the refinement of network structure in an unsupervised
fashion. In future work, we are interested in investigating the deep version of DEVDAN to increase its generalization
power. A further point, the ideas from state-of-the-arts semi-supervised learning literature will be incorporated to find
the effective algorithm for semi-supervised learning. Separately, we are also interested in exploring the effectiveness
of DEVDAN for transfer learning application. To allow one to reproduce our numerical results, the source codes of
DEVDAN can be accessed from https://bit.ly/2Jk3Pzf. A short video also provided in the link demonstrating
DEVDAN’s learning mechanism.
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